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BCI is an industry-leading importer and manufacturer of 
contract furniture. 

Since 1989, our family owned and operated business has 
forged a solid reputation for delivering high-quality, 
tailored furniture packages and expert service to clients 
across Australia.

Every product and package we deliver is fit-for-purpose 
and value engineered to meet the needs of our clients. 
We regularly attend furniture trade fairs around the world 
to ensure our selection, quality and innovation remains at 
the forefront of our industry.

From design development and prototyping to production 
and project management, we offer a complete end-to-
end service, working in collaboration with our supply 
partners through proven, streamlined processes.

Our directors are experienced furniture makers with a 
passion for timber and a drive to create functional, 
aesthetically pleasing and competitively priced furniture 
packages to suit any public space.

This dedication is exemplified throughout our entire 
team, here to provide flexible and tailored solutions to 
our ongoing clients in four key sectors:

Who we are 

BCI is widely recognised for its 
ability to deliver comprehensive, 
tailored furniture solutions.  
We pair selectively sourced 
European furniture with our  
own customisable productions. 

— Shopping Centres
— Healthcare Facilities

— Hospitality Venues 
— Corporate & Education
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A collaborative  
approach

Design

We combine our team of highly experienced 
furniture designers and craftspeople with 
your design and construction experts to  
create a seamless, united outcome. 
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Production

We are  
makers

One of our unique qualities is the ability  
to combine engineering expertise with 
decades of carefully finessed craftmanship. 
This results in beautifully crafted, smart  
and considered solutions. 
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The Glen
Retail Food  
Precinct

This page - top
Custom tile inlay top  
with solid brass edging

This page - bottom
Fox armchair

X-Kiti chair

Custom wire table

Cilindro planters 

Custom waste unit

The Glen was one of the largest refurbishment projects in 
recent years for Australia’s leading shopping centre owner, 
Vicinity Centres. With our expert knowledge and streamlined 
design development processes, we were a perfect match for 
the centre’s stunning new food court precinct.

Our attention to detail and fit-for-purpose approach ensured we met 
this challenging brief on time, along with our usual commitment to 
ongoing communication and detailed project management.

As a result of this outstanding result, Vicinity has engaged BCI to 
complete the furniture components for future stages of the centre.

 — Hundreds of chairs, stools, fixed  
tables, loose tables and large  
communal tables, decorative arches

 — Custom banquette seating
 — Solid brass feature domes
 — Waste disposal joinery units
 — Metal screening
 — Walls
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The Glen
Retail Food  
Precinct

This page
Copa highback easy chair

Custom feature screening

Custom banquette seating 

Opposite page
Casper booth seating 

Butterfly chairs

Inox tables

Cross tables

Custom arches with  
brass dome features

Site installation
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The new dining and entertainment precinct of Westfield Plenty Valley called for 
an approach to outdoor furniture that was both robust and beautiful. We used 
spotted gum timbers for the curved seating and structures, expertly machined 
to meet the challenges of varying ground levels.

Westfield Plenty Valley
Outdoor Dining

This page 
Custom joinery  
units & structures

Slatted spotted  
gum benches

Site installation

Opposite page
Custom spotted  
gum daybeds
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Westfield Plenty Valley
Outdoor Dining

BCI not only met Westfield’s budget and timeframe but exceeded their expectations through 
demonstrating a high level of flexibility and collaboration to achieve an exceptional outcome. 

The result is a naturally attractive, unique and durable timber setting with custom joinery set 
to enhance this space for years to come. 

This page
Custom spotted  
gum waste unit

Opposite page - top 
Custom cabana units

Opposite page - bottom 
Slatted spotted  
gum benches
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This page - below
Custom ‘rust effect’ planter pots 

This page - right
Custom armchairs

Opposite page 
Rock armchairs

Custom communal tables

Ro armchairs

As well as being home to Australia’s busiest Coles supermarket, Broadway features a 500-seat 
food court and a range of breakout spaces. We worked alongside the shopping centre’s owner 
Mirvac, and architect Hames Sharley, to create a tailored furniture package that could satisfy 
the style and quality this space required.

This involved a wide variety of furniture, from custom-designed pieces to specialty items 
imported from Europe. Our extensive knowledge and ability to provide a comprehensive solution 
meant we could meet both design and budget challenges for our client.

Broadway 
Shopping Centre
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Broadway 
Shopping Centre

This page - top to bottom
Custom corian waste / cleaners unit

Custom ‘rust effect’ planters

Custom low stool

Caesar low table

Stratos chairs

Laja tables

Opposite page 
Custom communal tables

Custom low stools

Rock armchairs
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Toombul 
Mall Furniture

When Mirvac engaged BCI to create a furniture solution for Toombul Shopping Centre, we knew it needed to 
be unique, visually appealing and comfortable. This inner Brisbane centre attracts around 17,000 customers 
a day. To appeal to the diverse demographic, we created a bespoke solution including custom joinery units, 
soft seating solutions and bar seating.

Project features 
Custom wire stools

Custom wire ottomans

Custom wire easy chairs

Stylus tables

Custom joinery units

NZ wool rugs
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Project features
Napier chair

Harbour chair

Perry stool

Propeller table

Custom joinery units

Custom banquettes

Westfield Casey Central
Retail Food Precinct

The food court of Casey Central is an excellent example of the care, craftsmanship and attention to 
detail BCI brings to every project.

We worked with our longstanding client, Westfield/Scentre Group, to create a furniture package with 
custom designed products and high quality finishes throughout. 

As always, this process involved in depth collaboration with the client, architect and project 
management. The result is a welcoming space that everyone is proud of.
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Mirvac, one of our ongoing clients and one of Australia’s best known property brands, came 
to BCI with a brief for designing custom furniture for a signature outdoor site at Riverside 
Quay beside Melbourne’s iconic Yarra River.

BCI was able to solve complex challenges during the project’s installation phase such as 
ground level variation, going above and beyond to deliver a unique, contemporary and 
robust furniture solution in this urban setting.

Riverside Quay
Outdoor Dining

Project features
Custom bolt down 
outdoor stools

Custom bolt down 
outdoor chairs

Slatted spotted  
gum table tops

Bolt down table bases

Site installation
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Kawana  
Shoppingworld
Mall Furniture

BCI was engaged to provide a durable, unique furniture solution for Kawana Shoppingworld in regional 
Queensland. We created custom pods for customers wanting a tailored and comfortable relaxation area.  
We sourced a range of beautiful Italian furniture and merged it with custom manufactured pieces to create  
an aesthetically pleasing, functional space. 

Project features
Babila easy chair

Nido armchair

Ring low table

Custom banquette

NZ wool custom floor rug
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Project features
Custom joinery units

Custom banquettes

Uni-Ka armchair

Perry stool

Formula 40 chair

X-Spider chair 
Inox table

Broadway waste bin

Greenwood Plaza 
Foodcourt

Our approach when refurbishing the food court at Greenwood Plaza was to begin with detailed 
designing and prototyping, before moving into manufacturing and complete installation.

As the project required large banquette units, and with access only at nights, we literally worked 
around the clock to ensure our creative approach could be fully realised. Integrated lighting and 
power in the bespoke booths added to the complexity and unique quality of this project.

Our ability to produce prototyped furniture and joinery pieces for approval, and then  
mass-produce these pieces to meet specific requirements made for a seamless process 
and hassle-free experience for our client. 
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Shopping Centres 

Above image
Birkenhead Point, Sydney

Left and below images
Canberra Central, Canberra

Above images
St Marys Village Shopping Centre, Sydney

Below image
Harbourside Shopping Centre, Sydney

Our shopping centre products include:

 — Chairs, lounges and stools
 — Dining tables
 — Custom joinery
 — Rubbish bin units
 — Planter pots
 — Rugs
 — Coffee and occasional tables

BCI food courts include:

 — The Glen
 — Broadway
 — Westfield Casey Central
 — Westfield Plenty Valley
 — Wintergarden Brisbane
 — Canberra Central
 — Stockland Wendouree

When collaborating on a shopping centre project, our goal is to contribute to 
local communities in a meaningful way, by designing and developing user friendly 
breakout spaces to maximise visitor enjoyment.

Often these spaces will be used by thousands of people every day. Our extensive 
knowledge allows us to confidently create a fit-for-purpose furniture solution 
which will meet this demand, as well as working alongside an architect’s vision 
and a client’s requirements.

If the necessary products do not exist, we have the capability to custom design 
and manufacture a tailored product which will enhance any food court environment.
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The Royal Children’s Hospital is one of 
Melbourne’s best-loved public institutions, 
so it was an honour to collaborate with its 
design team to create custom furniture. 
These products needed to be fit-for-purpose 
with regard to load ratings, operational safety 
and easy cleanability.

We developed 1,616 Manu Armchairs – a 
universal, tough and high quality addition to 
the hospital – as well as agile beam seating 
and a family of stainless steel tables. All of 
these products were designed specifically 
for the hospital and manufactured by BCI 
within Australia.

Royal Children’s Hospital

Project features
Manu armchair

Jolly sled chair

Jolly sled stool

Ultra table

Manchester sled armchair

Custom bench seating

Custom ottomans
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Our work in the healthcare sector is focused on delivering comfortable and durable furniture for 
patients, visitors and staff. BCI delivers a full package consisting of high quality, Australian made 
furniture plus, through collaboration with designers and clients, other bespoke products engineered 
to be fit-for-purpose to provide hassle-free performance while maintaining a design aesthetic. From 
iconic Public Private Partnership projects to luxury aged care living, we’re proud to know our work in 
healthcare helps hospitals and medical centres continue to provide their vital services.

Healthcare Facilities

Notable BCI healthcare projects include: 
Royal Children’s Hospital $1.6m of loose furniture 
New Bendigo Hospital $1.5m of loose furniture

Key healthcare clients include:
 — Lendlease
 — Ramsay Health Care
 — Spotless Services
 — TriCare
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Hospitality 

Some of our hospitality  
projects are:

 — Tonka restaurant
 — Coles head office eatery
 — Bondi Pizza
 — ACMI Optic Lounge

Our work in hospitality includes:

 — Stools
 — Tables
 — Lounges
 — Joinery

Achieving the design aesthetic of leading hospitality clients often requires 
delivering a comprehensive package including both imported European 
furniture and locally-made pieces. For each project, we work with the client 
and design team to source the best quality and most appropriate pieces, 
ensuring the ambient character of each venue is complemented and 
enhanced at every level.

Featured products - top to bottom 
Nolita Stool, Inox 4401 Table,  

Da Vinci 02 Armchair, Da Vinci 05 Lounge, Buddy Low Table

Featured products - top to bottom 
Fox 3727 Armchair,  

Xkiti Chair, Snow Chair

 — Banquettes
 — Booth seating
 — Ottomans

Featured project Tonka Restaurant
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Corporate & Education 

Above & bottom images
Latrobe University,  

Melbourne 

Featured project 
Deakin University, Melbourne 

Right images
Kone Offices,  

Melbourne 

Featured project 
Qantas, Melbourne 

Our work in the corporate and education  
sectors includes:

 — Flinders Christian Community College
 — Deakin University
 — Latrobe University
 — Monash University
 — Qantas Head Office
 — Kone Elevators Head Office

We recognise that corporate and education spaces need to balance contemporary design with 
ergonomic features. As well as our own custom-made furniture, we partner with industry-leading 
designers and manufacturers in Europe to provide comprehensive packages that elevate every space.

From breakout areas and meeting rooms to waiting rooms and members lounges, BCI has been 
called upon to create furniture packages with on-trend design, long commercial warranties and 
long-lasting benefits.
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Contact 
37-43 Enterprise Ave, 
Berwick VIC 3806

(03) 9707 4433 
mail@bcifurniture.com

bcifurniture.com


